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purposes; (c) when there is an expired supply; (d) when there is a missing 

expiration label, (e) when the crash cart was found unlocked, or (f) for monthly 

maintenance. CSR will be responsible of stocking the crash cart using the Full 

Inventory Crash Cart checklist.  This checklist is maintained by CSR, and 

reviewed every three years with the applicable nursing units. 

 

7. Medication Code Box will be exchanged immediately by Pharmacy personnel (a) 

after a Code 72, (b) when there is an expired medication, (c) when there is a 

missing expiration label or (d) when it is found unlocked. 

8. Expiration labels shall be placed on the outside of each crash cart and medication 

code box by the CSR personnel or pharmacist, respectively, who has prepared the 

crash cart or medication code box. This label shall indicate the supply or 

medication that is first to expire and its date of expiration (See Attachment III: 

Crash Cart Expiration Label). 

9. CSR shall have at least five (5) fully stocked crash cart (plus one pediatric crash 

cart) in the department at all times. 

10. CSR and Pharmacy shall ensure that routine monthly crash cart maintenance will 

be    performed  

11. Any equipment found inoperable during inspection shall be referred to the 

Biomedical Department by the inspecting personnel. A work order request shall 

be completed and submitted. 

 

PROCEDURES 

 

I. NURSING SERVICES RESPONSIBILITIES 

 

A. Shift Crash Cart Checks 

1. At the beginning of the shift, the charge nurse is responsible to 

assign a licensed personnel to perform a crash cart check. 

2. The assigned licensed personnel shall review the daily shift crash 

cart checklist, which assess the availability of the contents outside 

the crashcart  (see Attachment I) and ensure the following: 

a. Ensure that there is no expired supply or medication based 

on the expiration label. If there is an expired item, the 

crash cart or medication box shall be exchanged. 

b. Per manufacturer recommendation, inspect the defibrillator 

daily. Ensure that the training provided by Biomedical 

Equipment staff is being followed.  (Attachment II) 
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i. Unplug the defibrillator to test for effective 

functioning. 

ii. Verify that the defibrillator has sufficient amount of 

EKG tracing paper 

iii. Inspect the cables for any break or tear 

iv. Turn on the defibrillator to ensure that the 

equipment is properly charged 

v. Inspect charge by manufacturer's recommendation. 

This is included in the Biomedical training. 

vi. Plug the defibrillator after testing. Crash carts must 

remain plugged into wall power unit at all times. 

 

c. Inspect the portable suction. Plug in suction and power on 

and perform a functional testing.  Ensure that the portable 

suction’s preventative maintenance label is current, if not 

exchange the suction machine in CSR.   

 

d. Inspect the oxygen cylinder. Ensure that the tank is more 

than half full. If empty or replacement needed, contact 

courier assigned to oxygen checks for assistance.  

e. Inspect the ambu-bag box: ensure that all supplies are 

available (ambu bag, face mask, and tubing) 

f. Inspect that there is a cardiac backboard on the rear of the 

cart 

g. Inspect all supplies on cart and ensure that all supplies are 

available and in working condition. 

 

3. Sign your name to the checklist. The charge nurse is held 

responsible to ensure that a shift crash cart check has been 

performed. 

 

B. After a Code 72: 

When the crash cart is used after a Code 72, the following procedures will 

be performed by the licensed personnel. 

1. The nursing staff shall complete the Full Inventory Crash Cart 

Checklist (which also acts as a Charge Voucher), ensuring that the 

patient’s addressograph is applied to the voucher. The charge 

voucher is incorporated in the Full Inventory Checklist.   The crash 

cart charge voucher shall be attached to the patient's charges folder 

for data clerks to obtain and input charges. The medication code 

box has its individual voucher which will remain with the box—

Pharmacy Department shall input the medication charges. 
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2. The charge nurse shall call Central Supply Department and inform 

the staff that a crash cart has been used and the crash cart will be 

delivered to them for replacement shortly. The equipments 

(defibrillator, oxygen tank, and portable suction machine) soiled or 

not, shall be sanitized by the nursing staff using appropriate 

supplies/solutions.  

3. The used code box shall be locked with the yellow seal found 

inside the code box, which indicates the pharmacy code box has 

been used. The charge nurse shall call Pharmacy Department and 

inform them to exchange the medication code box. 

C. Expired Item or Unlocked Crash Cart/Medication Code Box 

During crash cart checks, should an item be identified as expired, there is 

no expiration label on the crash cart/medication code box, or the Crash 

Cart/medication code box was found unlocked, Assigned nursing 

personnel shall perform the following procedure: 

1. For the crash cart: 

a. The charge is to inform CSR Department of the need to 

exchange the crash cart due to it found unlocked. A Patient 

Safety Report shall be completed, and submitted 

accordingly. 

b. The crash cart is brought down to CSR Department for 

proper maintenance and preparation. 

2. For the medication code box: 

a. Complete a Patient Safety Report if the medication box was 

found unlocked, as it has been tampered. 

b. Call Pharmacy Department to exchange the medication 

code box. 

 

II. CENTRAL SUPPLY AND RECEIVING (CSR) RESPONSIBILITIES 

 

A. CSR staff shall receive the crash cart and provide a ready to use crash cart 

to the unit.  The point of exchange shall occur at CSR.  Staff members 

performing the exchange shall have their names logged in the logbook at 

CSR.   

 

B. CSR shall inspect and sanitize the crash cart and any soiled equipment that 

is unable to be cleaned and sanitized in the floor.   
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C. CSR shall restock the crash cart based on the full inventory checklist 

within six hours from the time the crash cart was received. 

   

1. The full inventory list has par levels for each item.  Any item that 

is not stocked according to the par level shall be documented 

accordingly on the form by indicating the actual number stocked in 

the crash cart.  Items that are not in stocked shall be indicated as 

NIS, and communicated to nursing personnel upon receipt of the 

crash cart.   

 

2. All items that are to expire within 3 months shall be 

indicated/recorded in expiration date column of the full inventory 

checklist.   

 

D. CSR shall indicate in the expiration label which supply is to expire first 

and its date of expiration and place the label on top of the crash cart 

(Attachment III) 

 

E. CSR staff shall prepare the Requisition and Returned Form for the IV fluid 

and inform Pharmacy of the needed IV fluids that need replenishing.  

Nursing staff shall pick up the IV Fluid from the Pharmacy Department. 

 

III. PHARMACY DEPARTMENT RESPONSIBILITIES 

 

The Medication Code Box 

 When the charge nurse calls pharmacy department, pharmacy department 

personnel shall retrieve the opened code box and provide the unit with a 

locked medication code box (within 60 minutes). 

 

 Pharmacy Department personnel shall charge the medication(s) to the 

patient, as indicated in the charge voucher. 

 The pharmacy personnel shall replace the box and reassemble the box in a 

timely manner (within 6 hours). A pharmacist shall check the assembled 

box and seal the box with a tamper resistant lock. 

 

 The expiration label shall indicate the medication which is to expire first, 

and shall be placed outside the medication code box. 

 

 Pharmacy department shall maintain a reasonable quantity of fully 

equipped medication code box at all times. 

 

IV. PROCEDURE DURING CSR AFTER-HOURS 
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In the event that a code 72 occurs after CSR's working hours, the following 

procedure shall be followed: 

 The unit will utilize their second crash cart/medication code box, if 

available. 

 

 The charge nurse will inform the nursing supervisor on duty of need to 

obtain a stocked crash cart from CSR.  The nursing supervisor on duty 

shall get assistance in bringing the crash cart to the CSR Department, to 

obtained a replacement 

 

 The Nursing Supervisor shall be escorted by Security staff to open CSR 

Department and obtain a new crash cart.  

 

 The used crash cart shall be placed in the cart wash room 

(decontamination section) and the CSR Crash Cart Return Logbook shall 

be completed by the Nursing Supervisor.  

 

 The Nursing Supervisor shall obtain a stocked crash cart and complete the 

CSR Crash Cart Exchange Log sheet.   

 

 For units that have two crash carts:  At the beginning of CSR’s work day, 

all used crash carts shall be transported to CSR by a nursing personnel.  

The charge nurse shall call CSR to notify them.  It is expected that a crash 

cart exchange occurs at the time the used crash cart is submitted. 

 

RESCISSION 

 

Policy No. A-PC500, Emergency Equipment (Crash Cart) Maintenance, Preparation, and 

Exchange Process of the Administrative Manual, interim approved in September 18, 2017 

 

RELATED POLICIES 

 

 Policy No. 1002, Crash Cart Inspection of the Pharmacy Department Manual 

 Policy No. 1003, Crash Cart Box Control and Security of the Pharmacy Department 

Manual 

 Policy No. 1004, Drug Maintained in Crash Cart Box of the Pharmacy Department 

Manual 

 

ATTACHMENTS 

 

I. Daily Crash Cart Checklist 

II. Defibrillator Daily Checklist 

III. Crash Cart Expiration Label 
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ATTACHMENT I 
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ATTACHMENT II 
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ATTACHMENT III 

 

 

CRASH CART  
EXPIRATION LABEL 

 
 
 
             

NAME OF SUPPLY/EQUIPMENT 
 
 
 
          

EXPIRATION DATE 
 
Please indicate the name of the supply/equipment that is to expire first in the crash cart, and its 

expiration date. 
 

THIS LABLE IS TO BE PLACED OUTSIDE THE CRASH CART 
 

 

 

CRASH CART  
EXPIRATION LABEL 

 
 
 
             

NAME OF SUPPLY/EQUIPMENT 
 
 
 
          

EXPIRATION DATE 
 
Please indicate the name of the supply/equipment that is to expire first in the crash cart, and its 

expiration date. 
 

THIS LABLE IS TO BE PLACED OUTSIDE THE CRASH CART 
 


